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EXTREME LIMITS OF COMPACTA VALUED FUNCTIONS^)
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T. F. BRIDGLAND, JR.*

ABSTRACT. Let  X denote a topological space and O(X) the space of all non-

void closed subsets of X.   Recent developments in analysis, especially in control

theory, have rested upon the properties of the space  Q(X) where  X is assumed to

be metric but not necessarily compact and with fi(X) topologized by the Hausdorff

metric.   For a continuation of these developments, it is essential that definitions

of extreme limits of sequences in  il(X)  be formulated in such a way that the in-

duced limit is topologized by the Hausdorff metric.  It is the purpose of this paper

to present the formulation of such a definition and to examine some of the ramifi-

cations thereof.  In particular, we give several theorems which embody "estimates

of Fatou" for integrals of set valued functions.

0.  Let  X denote a topological space; the space of all nonvoid closed sub-

sets of  X may be denoted by  2X [1, p. 160] and the space of all nonvoid, compact

subsets of  X by  fi (X).  Definitions (contained in Definition 5 below) of extreme

limits for sequences in   2X have been given, and their consequences examined by

Kuratowski ([l], [2]). Berge [3, p. 118 ff.] has extended these definitions and some

of the consequences to filtered families of elements of  2X.  A notion of limit of a

sequence (or of a filtered family) is induced naturally by these definitions of ex-

treme limits.   As Kuratowski [2, p. 49] points out, if  X is compact metric then

this induced limit in   2X  is topologized by the Hausdorff metric on   2X;   on the

other hand, Berge [3, p. 124] has pointed out that, in general, the induced limit

in   2X cannot be topologized.   In particular, it is known [l, p. 342] that the in-

duced limit in  2X  is not topologized by the Hausdorff metric when  X  is metric

but not compact.

Recent developments in analysis, especially in control theory (for example

[4],, [5], [6]), have rested upon the properties of the space   fi (X) where  X  is as-

sumed to be metric but not necessarily compact and with  0(X) topologized by

the Hausdorff metric.   For a continuation of these developments it is essential

that definitions of extreme limits of sequences (resp. filtered families ) in  C(X)

be formulated in such a way that the induced limit is topologized by the Haus-

dorff metric.  It is the purpose of this paper to present the formulation of such a
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definition and to examine some of the ramifications thereof. Expecially, noteworthy

among these are Theorems 11 and 13 which embody "estimates of Fatou" for the trajec-

tory integral [6] similar in nature to those obtained in the pioneer work of Aumann [7].

1.  In the sequel,  X will denote, minimally, a metric space with metric de-

noted by p.  The distance between a point  x £ X and a nonvoid subset,  A,  of  X

will be denoted by yix, A):

yix, A) = inf \pix, a)\a £ A\.

The Hausdorff metric,   a>,  on  fi(X)  is defined by

oj{A, B) = min Ic7j(A, ß), w {B, A)\

where

coiA, B) = sup \yia, B)\a £ A\.

Let 5 be a nonvoid subset of  P, the set of real numbers(2), and let A: S —»

0(X).  Let  t   eS   C R    where  R*  is the extended real number system and S    is

the derived set of S;  thus if 5 = 7Î, the set of natural numbers, then S' = jooj. Let

0 denote the void set.

Definition 1.   The upper cluster set,   u(r  , A),  of A  at  z„  is defined by

tMfp, A) = /Len(X)| lim üiAit), L) = ol;

the lower cluster set, £(/„, A),   of A  at  t.   is defined by
0 ' 0 '

lit     A)= /Leí2(X)| Hm Z>{L, A(z)) = ol.
I M« )

Definition 2.   The upper limit ol A  at  r„   is defined by

ïim"A(/) = niL| LelKí     A)\,       'U(/ , A)/0;

ïîm"A(/) = X, ll(in,A) = 0.
'-'O

The lower limit of A  at t    is defined by

lim. A{t)= cl(UiL| LeS(¡     A)]).
t_f0

Here cl B denotes the closure of  B.

As an immediate consequence of Definition 1 we obtain

Lemma 1.  There exists  K £ Q(X) such that limí_>í   cúiAit), K) = 0 if and

only if 11 (f0, A)n £(/0, A) / 0;   z'tz this event U(/n, A) n£{tQ, A) = {P}.

Our next few results develop the properties of the extreme limits defined in

Definition 2.

(2) Although with one exception (Theorem 15) we restrict our attention to functions

with domains in R, our results generalize easily when R is replaced by any Hausdorff

space; the generalization to filtered families of sets is also easy.
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Lemma 2.  lim,   ,   A(r)Clim,   ,   A(t).
-<-'o « — ío

Proof.   The assertion is trivial if either  lim,   ,   A(t) = 0 ot lim A(t) = X.
-f-'O '-»'0

Suppose both conditions fail; then £(iQ, A) /= 0 ■/ U(/0, A).   If it can be shown

that  K C L  fot all (K, L) £ £(¿Q, A) x ^i(tQ, A) then the remainder of the proof fol-

lows easily from Definition 2.  We prove this assertion only for the case  t-/ ±oo;

the proof for the excluded cases is an easy modification of the one we shall give.

Given e > 0,  it follows from Definition 1 that there exists  8 = 8(e, tA > 0 such

that if t £S and  0 < | t - tQ\ < 8 then 7o(K, A(t)) < e/2 and co(A(t), L) < e/2.

By virtue of the "relaxed" triangle law [4, Lemma l.l] which is easily shown to

hold in the present context, we have for  t £ S and 0 < |r - iJ < 8V

Tu(K, L) <ä(K, Ait)) + Z>(A(t), L) <e/2 + e/2 = e.

Since e was arbitrary there follows Hj(K, L) = 0.

Lemma 3.   Let =L C ii(X)  be nonvoid and let \q  \ C X satisfy lim y(a , L)
1 n l J 7Í-.0O *    ¡ri

= 0 for each  L £ X;  then \q  \  has a limit point in \\\L\L £ ¿C¡.

Proof.   Let  L £ =L  be arbitrary but fixed; let  /   £ L  be a point nearest  a  .

Since  L  is compact,  [/  }  has a limit point  I £ L  and it is easy to see that a sub-

sequence,  \q     \,  of \q !  converges to  /.   If =C = \L\  we are through; otherwise,

if M is any otber element of =L,  let 772,  £ M be a point nearest a        Then [772. [

has a limit point m £ M and clearly  m = I.

Corollary 1.   lim,   ,   A(t) / 0.
i-irj

Proof.   The assertion is obvious if   U(i     A) = 0;  hence let  L £ U(t-, A)  and

let {t  } C S and \q  \  satisfy  t   / t-,   t   —» r.  and  a    £ A(t ).  Since  y(q , L) <
n Jn '     n 0      n 0 i7¡ 77 '    'n —

(b(A(t ), L)  there follows  lim     „ y(q , L) = 0;  by Lemma 3,  !a   S  has a limit
77      _ 72-.00   '   ^77 ' J '■'77

point in  lim,    ,    A(t).

In the light of Corollary 1 and Lemma 2 we may formulate the following

Definition 3.   If lim,        A(t) = lim A(t) we shall say that  A ¿as a /7'7722'i:
-¿.-.to                     <-<o

L  at  tQ and define  L  to be the common value of these extreme limits; we write

briefly  lim,^,0 A(t) = L.   When  lim.,^,    A(r)   is noncompact (which can happen

only when  X 4 iî(X)) we may indicate this by writing  lim A(t) - X.   This

convention is justified by observing that in this case we already have lim,   .   A(l)

= X by virtue of Lemma 2 and Definition 2.

Theorem 1.   Let  K efi(X).   In order that  Ke U(i     A)   it is necessary and

sufficient that lim,   ,    A(t) C K;  moreover, in this event lim,   ,    A(t) £ iî(X)." í->'0 t — t0

Proof.   The final assertion of the theorem is a consequence of the following

facts: by Definition 2,  lim A(r)   is closed and, by Corollary 1, nonvoid; by
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the first part of the theorem, it is a subset of a compact set.  Turning our atten-

tion to the first part of the theorem we observe that the necessity of the condition

is a trivial consequence of Definition ?.  We shall prove the contrapositive of the

sufficiency.  Thus we suppose  K 4 U(î0, A); we must show that lim    t    A{t) </L K.

If  Uu0, A) = 0 this is trivial; hence we suppose also that   "(i», A) /= 0.   By our

assumption on  K there exist e > 0  and sequences  \t  \, \q  \  such that  t   / t„,

t   —»£•„,   q   £ Ait )  and
7Z 0      Jn n

yiqn, K) = 7¿(A0n), K) >e.

For any  L eU(i0, A),   lim^^ y(qn,jA < lim^^ cúiAitJ, L) = 0;  hence by

Lemma 3,  \q  \  has a limit point  l£ lim A(t).   Consequently, if \q     1  is a

subsequence, converging to  /,  of \q  \  then for sufficiently large values of k

y(l, K) > y(qnk, K) - p(qnk, /) > e - f/2 = e/2.

Theorem 2.   Let  Keß(X).   In order that  K £ x(t  , A)  it is necessary and

sufficient that  K C lim ,        A(t).

Proof.   The necessity of the condition is a trivial consequence of Definition 2.

We shall prove the contrapositive of the sufficiency.  Thus we suppose that  K 4

Jl(/q, A); we must show that  K </ lim Ait).   If £(zo, A) = 0 this is trivial;

thus we suppose also that ^-('q, A) / 0.   By our assumption on  K there exist

e > 0 and sequences  \t  \, \k  \  such that  /    / t.,   t   —► tn,   k   £ K  and
^ 7Z "       n n 0'     n 0'      n

y(k , A(t )) > e.  Since   Keil(X)  we may assume without loss of generality that

\k  \ converges to a point  k £ K.   Then

y(kn, A(tn))<p(kn, k)+y(k, A(tn))

so that  lim     x y(k, A(t )) > e.  Now for each  L ei(i., A)  there exists  5 =

8(e, tQ, L) > 0 such that  c7j(L, A(t)) < e/4 for all /  satisfying  0 < \t - tQ\ < 8;  in

particular, for  72  sufficiently large,  c7j(L, A(t )) <e/2.   Hence for 72  sufficiently

large

y(k, L) > y(k, A(tJ) -7b(L, Aitj) > e-e/2 = e/2.

Suppose  ^eUlL|  L £ X.(tQ, A)\; then there exists   L,£i(¡0, A)  suchthat

<f £ L?  and then

p(k, ¿j) > y(k, Lç) > e/2.

If  ¿elim^    A(t) then there exist i<fj C UiP| L £ S.(tQ, A)\ and \Lj C

£.{t , A)  such that  çf   —► £, and  çf   £ L   ;  hence for sufficiently large values of 72

we find

pik, O > pik, £„) -piC Q > yik, L) - p(C Q > e/2 - e/4 = e/4.
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Thus  y(k, lim A(t)) > e/4 and the proof is complete.

Our next result shows that the limit concept defined in Definition 3 is correct

in the sense that it is topologized by the Hausdorff metric on iî(X).   It is an

immediate consequence of Lemma 1 together with Theorems 1 and 2.

Theorem 3.  Let  K£Ü(X); then  lim    (   a>(A(t), K) = 0 if and only if

lira,   ,    A (t) = K.

A classical theorem of real analysis asserts [8, 7.6.2] that a monotone real-

valued function defined on a closed interval SCR  is regulated on S.   As an

application of the foregoing results we shall prove the analog of this theorem for

functions with range in 0(X).   First we must make precise the notions of mono-

tonicity and regulatedness for such functions.  If we define

lJ + (r     A) = ÍL£Ü(X)\     lim     Zy(A(t), L) = o]
l í^ to+o ;

with corresponding definitions of  U   (t Q, A), X  (t-, A) and X   (t Q, A) then the

concept of one-sided limits corresponding to Definition 3 has an obvious formula-

tion.

Definition 4. If F: S -» Q(X) satisfies ä(F(tA, F(t2)) = 0 for all t v Z2 e S

such that t < t2 then F is (monotone) nondecreasing on 5; if a>(F(tA, F(r,)) = 0

for all such /., i.eS then F is (monotone) nonincreasing on S. If S is a closed

interval and  F has one-sided limits at each point of  S then  F  is regulated on S.

Theorem 4. If S C R is a closed interval and F: S —► ß(X) is monotone on S

then  F  is regulated on  S.

Proof.   We give the proof for  F nondecreasing on S;  the proof for  F nonin-

creasing is similar.  Let  t- £ S be fixed; it is easy to see that  Fd^) el   Up,  F)

and that F(t) ell  (t -, F) tot all t£ S such that t > t Q. Hence by Theorem 1,

Hm,   ,   +n F(z)eQ(X) and

ïim"      F{t) =- Cl\L\ LeTJ + (/ , F)\cf)\F(t)\ t £ S n (t-, »)}.
<^i0+0 °

Now if x £ f)-\F(t)\ t£ S D (i0, oo)!  then yix, Fit)) = 0 for  t £ S O (tQ, oo);  hence

\x\ 6X   (t 0, F)  so that, by Theorem 2,  x £ lim ,,   +0 Fit).   But then

f]\F(t)\ t£ Sr\(t-, «,)} C     lim      Fit)
0 t~t0+0

and we conclude

F(zn + 0)^     lim     F(t) =  f|{F(f)| t£Sn(tn, oo)!D F(tA.
U 7-i0+0

Similarly, it is easy to see that  F(zQ) elJ~(zo, F)  and that  F(t) el   (tQ, F) tot

all t £S Cl (-oo, f 0).   Therefore
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cl(UÍFU)| ¿esn(-oo, to)}) Ccl(uiL| Le£-(i0, F)|)

C     lim       F(t)C    lim        F(í)eíí(X).
t-tQ-O t-tQ-0

But tu(F(f),  cKUi^WI t£S n (-00, i0)j) = 0 for ¡ein (-00, tQ) so that

cl(UiP(')| t£ Sn (-00, r0)j) e11"(/0, F);  hence, by Theorem 1,

Hm       Fit) C cl (\J\F{t)\ t£Sn (-00, r )}V
t-tn-o V '

We conclude that

F(i0-0)=     lim      F(/) = cl(u¡FW| ¿eSn(-oo, I())A CF(i0).
z-. 10 - 0 \ /

Next we obtain a limited characterization of lim Ait)  which will assume
Z-Zfj

its primary importance when  X is compact.   In that case the availability of this

characterization will facilitate a comparison of the present concept of extreme

limits with that used by Kuratowski and Berge.  In the remainder of this section

we shall restrict our attention to the case  r. / ±00.   As with the proof of Lemma 2

the excluded cases may be treated by means of an obvious modification of the

treatment we shall give.

For 8 > 0 let  Z{8)  be defined by

Z(8) = cl(UM0)| t£S; 0<|r-r0| < 8\\

and let  VitQ, A) be defined by

Vit0, A) = niZ(8)\ 8>0\.

Now for  0 < Sj < 52,   Z(<5j) C Z{82)  and from this it follows that if 8 > 0  is

fixed and j§  |  is a positive monotone null sequence satisfying  §   < § then

VU0,A) = (\\Z{8)\ 0<8<8\ = f){Z{8n)\ n £ Jlj.

Hence, by [4, Theorem 1.6], if Z(8) eil(X) then  V(rn, A)eiî(X) and

/*) lim â(Z(8n),   V(t0, A)) = 0.
72-.0°

The desired characterization of lim,        A it) is contained in
z^zo

Theorem 5.   // Z{8) £ fi(X) for some 8 > 0 then

Hm  Ait) = V{t0, A)eO(X).
Z^Z0

In order to prove Theorem 5 we shall need the following result.

Lemma 4.  Let Z{8) £ iî(X) for some 8 > 0 and let  L £ fi(X).  In order that

L elK^Q, A)   it is necessary and sufficient that  V{tQ, A) C L;   in this event

V{t0, A)e11(/0, A).

Proof   (Necessity).   Given e > 0 there exists  8 = 8{e, tQ, L) > 0 such that
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t£ S and 0<\t - t0\ <8 imply that cú(A(t), L) < e.  Let (eZ(5') where 8' =

min [5, 5!; then there exists \¿ \  satisfying   lim B   - C and £    £

\J \A(t)\ t£ S;  0 < | t - tQ\ < 8'}.   Evidently y(cfn, L) < e tot all n£jl and then,

since  y(-, L)  is continuous, y(£,  L) < e.   Hence if £,£ V(tQ, A)  then  y(Ç, L) < e

tot all <r > 0 so that y(£, L) = 0.  Thus  V(tQ, A) C L.

(Sufficiency).  Let v(8)  be defined by

v(8) = ä,(Z(S), L),       0<S<5.

We observe that for t £ S and  |/ - t-\ < 8,

(**) Ô)(A(/), L) <y(8).

v is clearly nonnegative and nondecreasing; hence  liirig« v(8)  exists and is non-

negative.  Let \8  ! be a positive monotone null sequence with  8. = 8;  then

v(8n) <7o(Z(8n), V(tQ, A)) + 7b(v(t0, A), L) =7b(Z(8n), V(tQ, A)).

This   estimate   and (*)   imply that  limg_Qi/(S)= 0 and   then,   by (**),

lim,   ,    Cu(A(t), L) = 0.
'-'0

The proof of Theorem 5 is now easy.   Under the hypothesis of that theorem

and by virtue of Lemma 4,   V(tQ, A) £ U(/0, A).  Hence by Theorem 1  lim Ait)

CV(tQ, A).   Again by Lemma 4,   V(t0, A) C L fot all L elJ(in, A);  hence

VitvA)Cüm^t0AU).

2.  In this section we examine the relationship between the present concept

of extreme limits and that employed by Kuratowski and Berge.  Definition 5 con-

tains a formulation of the latter concept which is equivalent, in our context, to

that given by Berge \_3, p. 1191.

Definition 5.  The lower limit,   Li.        A(t),  of A at tQ is the set of all

x £ X for which lim ^^ y(x, A(t )) = 0 for every sequence \tn\ C S - ÍZQ! satis-

fying lim /   = t-.   The upper limit,  Ls,   ,   A(t),  of A  at t- is the set of all
7      o 77-.00     77 o rr r-. Z o 0

x £ X for which  lim     „ yix, A(t )) = 0 for at least one sequence \t  \ C S - \t A
77-.O0' 77 L 77 U

satisfying  lim     „ t   = t-.
1     ° n—oo    77 0

Our first result on the relationship between Definitions 2 and 5 is

Theorem 6.  lim,   ,   A(z) = Li,   ,   Ait).

Proof.   From Definitions 1 and 5 it follows that xQ £ Li.   .    A (f)  if and only

if \xA£ÜÍ(tQ, A); hence, by Theorem 2,  Li,^    A(t) C HfflLt_^   A^-  Similarly,

since  Lex(z , A) and x£L  imply ix!ex(z_, A),  we find

UUI L£l(t-, A)!C   Li   Ait);
i-ro

but, by [3, Corollary 1, p. 121],  Li A(t)  is closed so that Definition 2 yields

lim^/OKLi^AU).
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Berge [3, p. 120] has given the following characterization of Ls A(t).

Lemma 5.  Ls,   ,    A(t) = Vitn, A).t-t0 0

Since ZÍ8) e£2(X)  for all ¿5 > 0 when X is compact, the next result is an

immediate consequence of Theorem 5 and Lemma 5.

Theorem 7.   // X  is compact then lim,        A(t) = Ls,        A(t).
t-t0 t-t0

In the proof of the necessity of the condition of Lemma 4 we made no use of

the condition   "Z(8) ef2(X)".  Hence that proof, together with Lemma 5, shows

that  Ls,   ,    A(t) C lim,   ,    A(t) with  X  just metric.  If no further restriction is
t-tQ t-tç '

imposed on  X this inclusion may be proper, as exemplified when  X = P  by the

sequence \a \  defined by a   =|0| for 72 even,  a   = {(» - l)/2| for 72 odd.  For

we have   Ls a    = iol  whereas  lim a   = P.   If X = E", euclidean 72-space,
7Z-+00     n zz —00     n r

and  lim A(t) £ O(X),   equality of the upper limits again ensues.  Indeed, by

Theorem 1,   lim,   ,    A(t) £ 1l(¿„, A)   and then from Definition 1 there follows the
.     0 u

fact that  Z(8)  is bounded, hence compact, for S sufficiently small; Theorem 5

thus applies.   That  lim A(t) £ fl(X)  is unnecessary for equality is shown in

E1 by the example A{t) = [-/, t] ; for in this case Ls^^ A(t) = lim       Ait) = F1.

The relationship between the two concepts of extreme limits under discus-

sion here assumes its greatest importance when  X  is compact, for in this case

fi(X) = 2X.  An illustration of this importance arises in connection with the con-

cept of semicontinuity of a function A:  S—> Í2(X).   Kuratowski has given one

definition of semicontinuity for which, in the interest of conservation of (the

author's) effort, we refer the reader to [2, p. 57].   The definitions of two other

types of semicontinuity, one suggested by Berge [3, p. 120], are contained in the

following definition.

Definition 6.   A   is upper semicontinuous with respect to inclusion (usci) at

t,  if and only if lim,   ,    ú>ÍA{t), A{t A) = 0.  A   is Isci at t.  if and only if
U y t— ÍQ u u

limí_í    <y(A {t.), A{t)) = 0.  A is upper semicontinuous in the sense of Berge

(uscb) at tQ ii and only if Ls^ Ait) C A{tQ). A is Iscb at t if and only if Ait J C

Ut^A(l
For semicontinuity in the sense of Kuratowski, cited above, we shall use the

notation usck, lsck.

Before comparing these three notions of semicontinuity let us prove

Theorem 8.  A   z's zzscz at  t     if and only if lim A(t) C A(tQ);   it is Isci at

t.  if and only if A (r.) C lim ,   .   A it).
u '    ' u-t~*tQ

Proof. If limi^/    Ait) C A(tQ) then, by Theorem 1, A(tQ) eu(¡0, A)   and this

implies A is usci at tQ.  Conversely,  A  being usci at  tQ implies A(t ) eHU0, A);

again Theorem 1 permits the conclusion that  lim A(zO C Ait A.   The proof for
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the second part of the theorem is analogous, with Theorem 2 being used in place

of Theorem 1.

Our next result is an immediate consequence of Theorems  6, 7, and 8.

Corollary 2. A is Isci at t if and only if it is Iscb at t . If X is compact,

A is usci at  t     if and only if it is uscb at t .

Kuratowski [2, pp. 61—62]  has proved the following result.

Theorem 9. A is Isck at t if and only if it is Iscb at t-. If X is compact,

A   is usck at  t     if and only if it is uscb at  t .

Thus it is seen that, without restriction on the metric space  X,   the three

types of lower semicontinuity are equivalent and that, if X  is compact, the three

types of upper s emicontinuity are equivalent.

3. Throughout this section we shall assume that X is a Banach space with

norm denoted by || • ||. We denote by Y(X) the space of nonvoid, compact convex

subsets of X.  Let A:  S —» T(X)   and define

ÏÏ(i0, A) = 1I(r0, A) n r(X);       l(tQ, A) = £(/„, A) n T(X).

Definition 7.   The convex upper limit of A  at t    is defined by

ÏÏnT A(í)=niL| Leîl(i0, A)\,        fi(/     A)¿0;
'-'0

Hm" A(t) = X, IK'., A)/0.

The convex lower limit of A  at  t    is defined by

lim   A(t) = clcoMJiLl Le je(z0, A)i).

Here  co B and clco B  denote, respectively, the convex hull of  B  and the closed

convex hull of  B;  we adopt the view that 0 is convex.  Recall that, for  K C X,

clco K = cl(co K).

We shall develop the properties of the extreme limits defined in Definition 7.

Preliminarily we shall need Lemma 7 whose proof depends on the following para-

phrase of a theorem of Mazur [9, V.2.6].

Lemma 6.   if K £ Ü(X)  then  clco K £ F(X).

Lemma 7.  If K £ fi(X)  and B eT(X)  then w(clco K, B) =lj(K, B).

Proof.  At the outset we have

co(K, B) <Û(K, clco K) + w(clco K, B) = à (clco K, B).

For the reverse inequality, let  x £ co K;  then by Caratheodory's theorem there
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exist x.£K,   i = 1, • • •, 72 + 1,  and  a  > 0,  z = 1, • • •, 72 + 1,  such that

2"+,la= 1  and x=V*}a.x..  Hence
• z=l      z z=l      z   z

Az + 1 \ 77+1

y(x, B) = y( Z az*z' ß) ^ Z  aiYÍxi> ß) ¡S SU, B),
\/.l / z=]

the first inequality being a consequence of the convexity of the function  y(-, B)

[10, Theorem 3.4, p. 35].  Thus if cfe clco K = cl(co K) then by this last estimate

and the continuity of y{-, B),  y(£, B) <<y(K, B).   Hence c7j(clco K, B) <ü>ÍK, B).

Although we shall not need it in the sequel, it is interesting to note the fol-

lowing generalization of [6, Lemma 1.3(ii)]: if B, Cefl(X) then Z)(clco B, clco C)

<c7j(B, C).

Now we are in a position to examine the relationship between the extreme

limits defined in Definitions 2 and 7.

Theorem 10.   (i) clco [lim A(t)] = lim,   ,    Ait);
l— £0 ""•   0

(ii) limf   f   A(/) = clco[limi^(   Ait)].

'v.

Proof.   For the proof of (i) we observe that since 1l(r0, á) clKi., A),

ïim~,   ,   Ait) C ÜnT,   ,   A it),  equality holding if 11 (rn, A) = 0.  If 11 (in, A) ¿ 0

then, by Theorem 1,  lim(        A(z") e1l(f , A);  hence, by Lemma 6 and Theorem 1,

clco [limi   (    Ait)] elKz'g, A).   But then, by Definition 7,  lim^   (    A(i) C

clco [lim Ait)]  and the proof of (i) is complete.
0 cv

For the proof of (ii), since (a) S.itQ, A) C ¿itQ, A)  the validity of (ii) is

trivial if &.{t , A) = 0.  Suppose  L £$t{tQ, A)  so that, by Lemma 7, clco L e

£(/ , A). This implies that

UíL| Le£(í0, A)! = Uiclco L| Le£(i0, A)\

whereas inclusion (a) implies that

UIL| Le${t    A)|CU!L| Le£(*    A)J.

Since clearly

UíclcoLl Le£(/0, A)\c\J{L\ L£^{t0, A)\,

we obtain from the last three formula lines

UiclcoLl Le£(I(J, A)\=\J{L\ Le^U^ A)\=\J\L\ Le£(¡0, A)\.

From the second equality (ii) follows immediately.

Corollary 3.   There exists  K£T(X)  suchthat lim co(A(t), K) = 0 if and

only if ÍKíg, A)n 2(/0, A) / 0.  /tz í¿is event, Tj(i0, A) O JcOQ, A) = JJCJ W

lim,   ,   Ait) = ÏÏrrT,   ,   A(/) = K.
=='-<0 '-'0
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Corollary 4.   lim A(t) / 0.

Lemma 8.   Let  K £ Y(X).   In order that  K £ U(/n, A)   it is necessary and suf-

ficient that lim,   ,    A(t) C K;  in this event  lim,   ,    A(z)eT(X).

Proof.   The necessity of the condition is obvious.  That the condition is suf-

ficient follows from the first sentence of the proof of Theorem 10 together with

Theorem 1.  The final assertion follows from the first part of the theorem by virtue

of Corollary 4.

4.  In the interest of brevity and to conform to the notation of [6], in this sec-

tion we set Q(En) = 0",   T(En) = T"  and r ((?"(/)) = K"(7)   where  / is a compact

interval in R  and (_"(/)  is the Banach space of continuous functions on  / to E",

normed by the supremum norm.

Lemma  9.  T"  is closed in 0,".

Proof.   Suppose, for \A   ! C T",  that  lim A    = A e Í2";  since <y(A   , ÍO!)rr 772 777-. OO 777 772'

<ù)(A   , A) +cf)(A, \0\)  fot all  772 e Jl,  \A   ¡  is a bounded sequence.   Thus by

Blaschke's Auswahlsatz  \A   \  has a limit point in  T";  but since  ÍA   !  converges,
772 r m O >

this limit point is unique and coincides with A.

Definition 8.  (i) A function F:  I —^ Í2"  is measurable if and only if the set

E(F, D) = \t £ l\  F(t) O D / 0!  is Lebesgue measurable for each open set  D C E".

(ii) Let A be an index set and let  F   :  / —> Q," fot each y £ A;  if there

exists a Lebesgue summable function h:  I—► R  such that co(F   (t), lo!) < h(t)

for all  t £ I and all y £ A  then \F   | y £ A\  is uniformly integrably bounded.   If

A = \l\ the word "uniformly" is omitted.

(iii) Given F:  I—> Í2"  let AAF)  denote the set of all Lebesgue summable

functions u:  I—► F"  having the property that  u(t) £ F(t)  almost everywhere

(a.e.) on  /.   Let J   be defined by

r t
CJq)(t)=j     q(r)dr,        t £ I;

the trajectory integral of F,   Sf(F),   is defined by

s,(f)= jy/F).

We shall establish counterparts (Theorems 11 and 13), for the trajectory inte-

gral, of Propositions 5.1 and 4.1, respectively, of [7].   These permit a proof of

[6, Theorem 3.2] in the spirit of that given by Aumann for [7, Theorem 5l.

Theorem 11.   // F,:  I—* V"  is measurable for each k and \fA  is uniformly

integrably bounded then 5. (lim F A C lim ,    x S^F^).

Proof.   If §.(lim , F A = 0 there is nothing to prove; hence, suppose

x £ §.(lim ¿   ^ F A.  Noting that S.(F,) £s\n(l) [6, Theorem 3.11 for each  k,
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we shall prove that  [x|e£(oo, iSj(Ffe)i).   Now x £ ir^Qim ,    ^ F,)   so, since  F,

is measurable, by [6, Lemma 2.5] there exists  u, £ J.(F,)   such that   uAt)  is the

point of  F At)  nearest  x(t);  evidently ! zz, !  has the same uniform integrable bound

as does  \F,\.   We have

Sdxi, &,iFk))  = yix, S,(FA)) < ft \\xir) - «fc(r)|| dr;

but  \\x(t) - uk(t)\\ = y{x{t), Fkit)) = ü)i\x{t)\, Fkit))  and, by Theorem  2   and the

way  x was chosen,  {¿(zOS e£(oo, |F,(r)l)  a.e. on  /.   If h  is the uniform integrable

bound of {Fk\ then  \\x(t) - uk(t)\\ < 2max {||Jt(z)||, h(t)\.  Hence by the Lebesgue

dominated convergence theorem,  lim,        Z)(\x}, $>,(F,)) = 0.

Theorem 12.   // F, :   /—► Q"  is measurable for each  k and if lim , F¿iÜ e

fi" 072 / then the function F: I—> fl", defined by Fit) = lim, ^ F Ai), is mea-

surable on I.

Proof.   In view of the discussion following Theorem 7, for all  t £ I,   F(t) =

V(oo, \F,(t)\). Moreover, by virtue of the comments preceding Theorem 5, we have

F(t) = lim Z(t72, t) where  Z(?tz, t) = cl(UlF,(z)| k > ml).   It is easy to see

that

ii| Z(m, t) n K/0| = U¡M Pkit)f\ K/0\\ k> mi;

hence, by hypothesis, Z(t?2, •) is measurable on / for each ttz. It is then a con-

sequence of [6, Theorem 2.1] that  F is measurable on  /.

Corollary 5.   If F,:  I—, T"  is measurable for each k and Í F, !   is uniformly

integrably bounded then S.Oim,    x F,)eKn(/).

Proof.  Let  h be the integrable bound on \fA  and define  S At) = \x\ \\x\\ <
r\, Z2 7}

hit)]; then, a.e. on /, S At) e U(oo, \Fk(t)\). Hence by Lemma 8, limt F k(t) C

SAt) £ Tn a.e. on /. Denote by E the set of points on which this last condition

holds; then the Lebesgue measure of / - F is zero. Now let us define functions

g:  /-» En and  Gfe: / -» T"  by

,(t) = h(t),       t£E, ÍGk(t)= Fk(t),        t£E, k£Î(,

(g(/)=0, t£l-E; JGfe(t) = io!, tel-E,       kell.

Then  lim,        G At) = lim, F At)  for  ¡eE  so that   S,(lim,    „  G,) =

S,(lim, ^ F A; moreover, lim, ^ Gk(t) C S (í) eTn for all í e /. Consequently,

if the function   t —> lim, G At)  is measurable on  / then the conclusion of the

theorem follows from [6, Theorem 3.11-   To establish this measurability, let  G be

defined by  G (/) = lim,   ^ G At);  then, by Theorems 10(i) and 12, G  is measurable

on /.   The requisite measurability now follows from the measurability of G  by

virtue of Theorem 10(i) and [6, Corollary 2.1].
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Theorem 13.   // F.:  I—► V"  is measurable for each k and \FA  is uniformly

integrably bounded, then

UnT  S/F^cS/ÏÏnT  f\;
fe-oo \fe_oo /

consequently lim,    ^ S.(F,) e K"(/).

Proof.  By Corollary 5 and Lemma 8 the first assertion is equivalent to the

assertion

/5s(sï(^.Si(5i'*))-o.
Now for each  j £jT there exists  (/>.eS,(F.)   such that

hence there exists a subsequence, which we denote by the same indices, of [</>.!

such that

ft y(^" Sf(SF*))= 5"(Sf(^' S/(HFk)) •

Let h be the integrable bound of ÍF,!;  since  \cf> .\  is bounded (by   f.h(r)dr) and

equicontinuous (as a consequence of  ||<tj.(í ) - <£.(í,)|| < \f 2 h(r) dr\)  it has a

limit point (f>.  By virtue of the continuity of y(-,   o,(lim, f¿))   we may deduce

that

im y{4>},  S,( Um  F,)) = y (<¿,   S, (¿m  Ffe)).1
;'^oo

There is no difficulty in establishing that  \\<p(tA - <£(f ,)|| < |/ 2 h(r) dr\   whence

we conclude that cf> is absolutely continuous.  By virtue of [9, IV. 8.9] we may

assume without loss of generality that !</>.(  converges weakly to <f>.  Aumann's

argument [7, Proposition 4.1] is applicable, mutatis mutandis, yielding the con-

clusion that, a.e. on  /,  (fj(t)  is a convex combination of the limit points of

!</> (t)\.   Now   it   is   easy   to   deduce   with   the   aid   of   Lemma   8   that

lim.   ^ y(cp-(t), lim,    ^ F At)) = 0  a.e. on  /.  In view of the convexity of the

function  y(-, um.    ^ FAU)  a.e. on  / (vide the proof of Lemma 7), we may assert

that  y(cb(t), lim,    ^ F A\t)) = 0 a.e. on  /.   Therefore,  c/>eS;(lim,    ^ F A  and this

fact, together with the last three formula lines, completes the proof of the asser-

tion made at the outset.  The second assertion of the theorem is a direct conse-

quence of the first together with Corollaries 4 and 5-

Theorem 14 [6, Theorem 3.2].   // F, :  I—► V"  is measurable for each  k,   if

ÍF,!   is uniformly integrably bounded and if Uta,        F At) = Fit) £ Ù"  on  I,   then

S;(F)  and S,(F,)  are in K"(l) for each k and lim,   ^ S,(F,) = Sj(F).
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Proof.   By Lemma 9,   F it) £ T"  on  /;  by [6, Theorem 2.1], F  is measurable

and it is easily seen to have the same integrable bound as i F, i.   Hence it follows

from [6, Theorem 3.11 that  S,(F) eK"(I)_ and  S,(Ffe) eK"(/)  for each  k.   Thus by

Corollary 3 and Theorem 13 we have   lim,    x ^¡iFj) C S,(F)  whereas Theorem 11

yields S.(F) C lim ,   ^ Sf(F,).   Together with Lemma 2 and Theorem 10(i), the

last two formula lines yield the final assertion of the theorem.

Remark.  Theorem 14 is actually a slight improvement on [6, Theorem 3.2]

due to the fact that in [6] the present Lemma 9 was overlooked.

As a final application of our methods we give a particularly transparent

proof of a "measurable selection" theorem due to Castaing [il, Théorème  l].

Theorem 15.   Let D C E l x E"  be nonvoid and open and let R:  E 1 x E" —► fl"

satisfy

(i) for each t in the projection of D  on E ,   R(t, •)   is usci on the set D   =

\xeEn\(t, x)eD\;

(ii) for each x  in the projection of D  on  En and each compact interval

ICE    for which  I x \x\ C D,   P(-, x)  is measurable on I.

If I is a compact interval in El and S is a compact ball in E" satisfying

I x S C D then for each continuous function x: I —> S there exists a measurable

function A:  I —» fl"  satisfying  A(i)C R(t, x(t))   on  I.

Proof.   Let s:  / —> S be a step function; then, by (ii) and the argument for

[6, Lemma 2.8],   P(-, s(-))   is measurable on  /.  Now let x:  I—. S be continuous

and let \sm\ be a sequence of step functions converging uniformly on  / to x;

without loss of generality we may suppose that  s   :  / —► S.  We shall show that a

function  A  possessing the requisite properties may be defined by

A(r) =   lím   R(t, sm(t)).
ZZZ-.00

It is an easy consequence of Definition 1 that, for t £ I,  1l(x(i),   R(t, •)) C

1I(oc, \R(t, sm(t))\);  hence

A(/) C    îînT    Rit, x) C R(t, x(l)),
x^x(Z)

the second inclusion being a consequence of (i) and Theorem 8.  The measurability

of A  on  / is now immediate from Theorem 12.

Corollary 6. // in Theorem 15 the condition "R: I x E" —► fl"" is replaced

by "R: I x E —► F"" then the conclusion of that theorem may be strengthened

by replacing   "A:  / —» fl""  by  "A:  /—> T"".

Proof.   A function A* satisfying the restriction of this corollary is obtained

by defining A*(z) = co(A(i)),   where  A  is the function whose existence is

assured by Theorem 15.  That  A* is measurable on  / then follows from that

theorem together with [6, Corollary 2.1].
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